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1 What Is RAM?

Overview

Resource Access Manager (RAM) helps you securely share resources among your
accounts. If you have several Huawei Cloud accounts, you can create resources
once in one of your Huawei Cloud accounts and use RAM to share those resources
with the other accounts, eliminating the need to create duplicate resources in each
account. For the specific cloud services and resource types supported by RAM, see
Sharable Cloud Services and Resource Types.

If your account is managed by Organizations, you can share resources with all the
other accounts in an organization, or with only accounts in one or more specified
organizational units (OUs) of the organization. You can also share resources with
a specific Huawei Cloud account by account ID, regardless of whether the account
is part of an organization.

Functions

Managing resource sharing

You can use RAM to centrally manage resource sharing. Specifically, as a resource
owner, you can share a specified resource with an organization, OU, or account,
and also update or delete the resource share at any time.

As a principal, you can accept or reject a sharing invitation, view the information
about the resource share, and leave the resource share after the sharing ends.

Viewing resource shares

A resource owner can view the information about the shared resources and the
principals.

A principal can view the information about the shared resources and the resource
owner.

Sharing with Organizations

If sharing with Organizations is enabled, a resource owner can share specified
resources with an organization or its OUs. By default, all accounts in the
organization or OUs accept sharing invitation to gain access to the shared
resources.
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How RAM Works
When you share resources with another account, you are granting access
permissions for the shared resources to principals in that account. Only those
permissions selected for resource sharing can be granted to principals. Permissions
that can be applied to the principals are jointly determined by the RAM managed
permissions and the IAM permissions configured for the principals.

The following figure demonstrates how RAM works.

Figure 1-1 How RAM works

Accessing RAM
You can access RAM using the management console or HTTPS-compliant
application programming interfaces (APIs).

● Using the management console
Access RAM through the management console ─ a browser-based visual

interface. Log in to the management console, click  in the upper left
corner, and choose Management & Governance > Resource Access
Manager.

● Using APIs
Use this method if you want to integrate RAM into a third-party system for
secondary development. For detailed operations, see Resource Access
Manager API Reference
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2 RAM Advantages

Simplified Resource Management
You can create a resource once in one account and use RAM to share that
resource with other accounts, eliminating the need to create and provision
duplicate resources in each account. This simplifies resource management and
reduces operational overhead. The resource owner can use RAM to centrally
manage different types of resources and configure resource shares. This improves
operational efficiency and ensures consistent resource configurations.

Improved Management Security
RAM has a single set of permissions preconfigured for different resource types,
and principals are only allowed to access resources they have the permissions for.
This improves the security of resource management while providing shared
resources for resource consumers.

Organizational Resource Sharing
When you use RAM to share resources with a specified organization or OU, RAM
automatically grants or denies the permissions to access the shared resources in
an account if the account joins or leaves that organization or OU.
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3 Application Scenarios

An enterprise may need to create multiple accounts and deploy different business
applications in each account for administrative and billing isolation. The enterprise
may also need to centrally manage certain resources and share these resources
with different accounts. For example, the enterprise needs to plan, create, and
manage internal networks and domain names used by all business applications in
a unified manner.
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4 Permissions

If you need to assign different permissions to employees in your enterprise,
Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a good choice for fine-grained
permissions management. IAM provides identity authentication, permissions
management, and access control, helping you with secure access to your Huawei
Cloud resources.

With IAM, you can use your Huawei Cloud account to create IAM users for your
employees, and assign permissions to the users to control their access to RAM. If
your Huawei Cloud account does not need individual IAM users for permissions
management, skip over this section.

IAM can be used free of charge. You pay only for the resources in your account.
For more information about IAM, see IAM Service Overview.

RAM Permissions

By default, new IAM users do not have any permissions assigned. You need to add
users to one or more groups, and attach permissions policies or roles to these
groups. In this way, the users can inherit permissions from the groups and perform
specified operations on cloud resources.

RAM is a global service deployed in all physical regions. RAM permissions are
assigned to users in the global project, and users do not need to switch regions
when accessing RAM.

You can grant users permissions by using roles and policies.

● Roles: A coarse-grained authorization mechanism provided by IAM to define
permissions based on job responsibilities. Only a limited number of service-
level roles are available. When using roles to grant permissions, you also need
to assign the roles that the permissions depend on. Roles are not ideal for
fine-grained authorization and secure access control.

● Policies: A fine-grained authorization mechanism that defines permissions
required to perform operations on specific cloud resources under certain
conditions. This type of authorization is more flexible and is ideal for secure
access control.

Table 1 describes system-defined permissions for RAM.
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Table 4-1 RAM permissions

Permission Description

RAM FullAccess Allows principals to create, modify, delete, or
view any information about resource shares.

RAM ReadOnlyAccess Allows principals only to view information about
RAM.

RAM ParticipantAccess Allows principals to accept or reject a resource
sharing invitations and to view details about the
resource shares.
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5 SCP-based Access Control

The Organizations service helps you govern multiple accounts within your
organization. It enables you to consolidate multiple Huawei Cloud accounts into a
single organization that you create and can use to centrally manage these
accounts. You can use Service Control Policies (SCPs) to control the maximum
available permissions for all accounts in your organization. This helps you better
meet the service security and compliance requirements of your business. Before
you start, make sure you understand the Basic Concepts of Organizations. This
understanding will give you better command of the functions that Organizations
provides.

The Organizations service provides the following functions:

● Centralized management of enterprise accounts
An enterprise can add multiple accounts to an organization and group them
hierarchically based on managerial or operational requirements.

● Centralized control of actions of specific accounts
The administrator of an organization can use SCPs to limit the permissions
that can be assigned to an organization or the organizational units (OUs) in
the organization. In the SCPs, you can limit which services and APIs the
member accounts in the organization can access.

● Integration with other Huawei Cloud services
The Organizations service integrates with other Huawei Cloud services
(trusted services) to enable users to perform organization-wide operations.

Organizations is a free service. You only need to pay for the cloud services or
resources used in your accounts.

SCPs are policies that you can attach to entities in an organization to manage
permissions within that organization. Such policies are designated based on the
Organizations service. The organization's management account can use SCPs to
ensure your member accounts stay within your organization's access and control
guidelines. They can be attached to an organization, OUs, or member accounts.
Any SCP attached to an organization or OU affects all the accounts within the
organization or under the OU. For more information, see Overview of an SCP in
the Organizations User Guide.

Both the Organizations and IAM services can control permissions to perform
operations on cloud resources, but they are different. They grant permissions to
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different entities. IAM policies define permissions for IAM users and user groups in
an account. Organizations SCPs limit permissions for an organization, OUs, and
member accounts, but do not grant permissions. They also have different control
scopes but are relevant to each other. If an Organizations SCP is attached to an
OU or member account of a given organization, in addition to the granted IAM
policies, the SCP also applies to the IAM users and user groups within the account.
The granted IAM policies can be applied only if they are allowed by the SCP. Users
cannot perform any actions that are forbidden by the SCP even if the actions are
granted to the users by the IAM policies. IAM policies are applied only to IAM
users and user groups.

Administrators need to select the right policies for permission management based
on their enterprise conditions and requirements. For details about how to use IAM
authorization, see Permissions.

This section focuses on how to use custom SCP policies in the Organizations
service. When SCPs are enabled for an organization, the FullAccess policy is by
default attached to all OUs and accounts within the organization. If the Huawei
Cloud system SCPs cannot meet your unique requirements, you can use the
management account to create and modify custom SCPs based on the actions
supported by each service. Custom SCPs extend and supplement Huawei Cloud
system SCPs.

An SCP for RAM is composed of three parts: Action, Resource, and Condition.

For details about how to use these elements to create a custom SCP, see SCP
Syntax.

Action

The Action element for a custom SCP specifies actions that will be allowed or
denied.

● The Access Level column describes how the action is classified (List, Read,
Write, Permissions management, or Tagging). This classification helps you
understand the level of access that an action grants when you use it in a
policy.

● The Resource Type column indicates whether the action supports resource-
level permissions.
– You can use a wildcard (*) to indicate all resource types. If this column is

empty (-), the action does not support resource-level permissions and
you must specify all resources ("*") in your policy statements.

– If this column includes a resource type, you must specify the URN in the
Resource element of your policy statements.

– Required resources are marked with asterisks (*) in the table. If you
specify a resource in a statement using this action, then it must be of this
type.

For details about the resource types defined by the RAM, see Resource.
● Condition Key contains keys that you can specify in the Condition element of

a policy statement. If this column is empty (-), the action does not support
any condition keys.
For details about the condition keys defined by RAM, see Condition.
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The following table lists the actions that you can define in SCP statements for
RAM.

Table 5-1 RAM actions

Action Description Acce
ss
Leve
l

Resource
Type (*
required)

Condition Key

ram:permission
s:list

Lists RAM
permissions.

List - -

ram:permission
s:get

Gets the contents of
an RAM permission.

Rea
d

permission* -

ram:resourceSh
ares:create

Creates a resource
share with given
resources and/or
principals.

Writ
e

- g:RequestTag/$
{TagKey}
g:TagKeys
ram:RequestedR
esourceType
ram:ResourceUr
n
ram:Principal

ram:resourceSh
ares:search

Gets a set of
resource shares from
a given list or with
the specified state.

Rea
d

- g:RequestTag/$
{TagKey}
g:TagKeys

ram:resourceSh
ares:update

Updates the
attributes of a
resource share.

Writ
e

resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}

ram:resourceSh
ares:delete

Deletes a resource
share.

Writ
e

resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}

ram:resourceSh
ares:associate

Associates resources
and/or principals
with a resource
share.

Writ
e

resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}
ram:RequestedR
esourceType
ram:ResourceUr
n ram:Principal

ram:resourceSh
ares:disassociat
e

Disassociates
resources and/or
principals from a
resource share.

Writ
e

resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}
ram:RequestedR
esourceType
ram:ResourceUr
n ram:Principal
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Action Description Acce
ss
Leve
l

Resource
Type (*
required)

Condition Key

ram:resourceSh
ares:searchRes
ourceShareAss
ociations

Gets a set of
resource share
associations from a
given list or with a
specified state of the
specified type.

Rea
d

- -

ram:resourceSh
ares:associateP
ermission

Associates a
permission with a
resource share.

Writ
e

resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}
ram:Permission
Urn

ram:resourceSh
ares:disassociat
ePermission

Disassociates a
permission from a
resource share.

Writ
e

resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}
ram:Permission
Urn

ram:resourceSh
ares:listAssocia
tedPermissions

Lists the permissions
associated with a
resource share.

List resourceshar
e*

g:ResourceTag/$
{TagKey}

ram:resourceSh
ares:tag

Tags the specified
resource share.

Tagg
ing

resourceshar
e*

g:RequestTag/$
{TagKey}
g:TagKeys

ram:resourceSh
ares:untag

Untags the specified
resource share.

Tagg
ing

resourceshar
e*

g:RequestTag/$
{TagKey}
g:TagKeys

ram:sharedRes
ources:search

Lists the resources
that you added to a
resource share or
that are shared with
you.

List - -

ram:sharedPrin
cipals:search

Lists the principals
that you have shared
resources with or
that have shared
resources with you.

List - -

ram:resourceSh
areInvitations:a
ccept

Accepts the specified
resource sharing
invitation.

Writ
e

resourceshar
einvitation*

ram:ShareOwne
rAccountId

ram:resourceSh
areInvitations:r
eject

Rejects the specified
resource sharing
invitation.

Writ
e

resourceshar
einvitation*

ram:ShareOwne
rAccountId
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Action Description Acce
ss
Leve
l

Resource
Type (*
required)

Condition Key

ram:resourceSh
areInvitations:s
earch

Searches resource
sharing invitations
by the specified
invitation ID or
resource share ID.

Rea
d

- -

ram:resourceSh
ares:enableSha
ringWithOrgani
zation

Enables sharing with
Organizations.

Per
miss
ions
man
age
men
t

- -

ram:resourceSh
ares:disableSha
ringWithOrgani
zation

Disables sharing
with Organizations.

Per
miss
ions
man
age
men
t

- -

ram:resourceSh
ares:searchEna
bleSharingWith
Organization

Checks whether
sharing with
Organizations is
enabled.

Rea
d

- -

ram:sharedRes
ources:searchDi
stinctResource

Lists the distinct
resources that you
added to a resource
share or that are
shared with you.

List - -

ram:sharedPrin
cipals:searchDis
tinctPrincipal

Lists the distinct
principals that you
have shared
resources with or
that have shared
resources with you.

List - -

 

Resource
A resource type indicates the resources that a custom SCP applies to (also referred
to as a resource-level permission).

● If you specify a resource type for any action in Table 1, the resource URN
must be specified in the SCP statements using that action, and the SCP
applies only to resources of this type.
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● If no resource type is specified, the Resource element is marked with an
asterisk (*) and the SCP applies to all resources.

The following table lists the resource types that you can define in SCP statements
for RAM.

Table 5-2 RAM resource types

Resource Type URN

permission ram::system:permission:<permission-id>

resourceShare ram::<account-id>:resourceShare:<resource-share-id>

resourceShareInvita-
tion

ram::<account-id>:resourceShareInvitation:<resource-
share-invitation-id>

 

NO TE

You need to replace the placeholder <xxx> (including the angle brackets) with your own
information, for example, ram::system:permission:d0ebb39b-xxxx-xxxx-
xxxx-847b7257e008.

Condition

The Condition element determines when a custom SCP is applied. Each condition
consists of a condition key and a condition operator.

● The condition key that you specify can be a global condition key or a service-
specific condition key.
– Global condition keys (with the g: prefix) apply to all actions. Cloud

services do not need to provide user identity information. Instead,
Organizations automatically obtains user information and authenticates
users. For details, see common global condition keys.

– Service-specific condition keys (with the abbreviation of a service name
as the prefix, for example, ram:) apply only to operations of that service.
Table 3 provides RAM condition keys.

● A condition operator, condition key, and a condition value together constitute
a complete condition statement. A policy can be applied only when its request
conditions are met. For supported condition operators, see condition
operator.

The following table lists the condition keys that you can define in SCP statements
for RAM. You can include these condition keys to specify conditions for when your
policy is in effect.

Table 5-3 RAM condition keys

Condition Key Description Type

ram:RequestedResour-
ceType

Filters access based on the specified resource
type.

String
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Condition Key Description Type

ram:ResourceUrn Filters access based on a resource with the
specified URN.

String

ram:Principal Filters access based on the format of the
specified principal.

String

ram:TargetOrgPaths Filters access based on the organization path
of the specified principal.

String

ram:PermissionUrn Filters access based on the specified
permission URN.

String

ram:ShareOwnerAcco
untId

Filters access based on resource shares owned
by the specified account ID. For example, you
can use this condition key to specify whether
to accept or reject resource sharing invitations
based on the resource share owner's account
ID.

String
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6 Notes and Constraints

The following table describes quotas for RAM.

Table 6-1 Quotas for RAM

Item Maximum Minimum

Number of resource
shares in an account

50 -

Number of shared
resources associated with
a resource share

50 1

Number of permission
policies associated with a
resource share

50 1

Number of principals
associated with a
resource share

50 1

Number of tags allowed
for a resource share

50 -

Retention period of a
deleted resource share

48 hours -

Retention period of a
disassociated resource
share

48 hours -
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7 Billing

RAM is a free service. You will not be billed for using RAM-related functions. For
details about the billing for using shared resources, see the billing description for
the service that provides the shared resources.
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8 Sharable Cloud Services and Resource
Types

Table 8-1 Sharable cloud services and resource types

Cloud Service Resource
Type

Applicable
Region

Leaving a
Resource
Share

Reference

VPC Subnets CN
Southwest-
Guiyang1
AP-Bangkok

Supported Virtual
Private Cloud
User Guide

DNS Private zones AP-Bangkok Supported Domain
Name
Service User
Guide

Resolver rules AP-Bangkok Supported
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9 Basic Concepts

Resource owner
An account used to create and manage resources. A resource owner can use RAM
to share specified resources by creating a resource share in this account.

Principal
The entity that the resource owner shares resources with. A principal can be an
individual account. When sharing with Organizations is enabled, a principal can
also be an organization or organization unit (OU).

Resource share
A unit for resource sharing. Resource shares are created by resource owners. Each
resource share consists of one or more resource groups, RAM managed
permissions, and principals.

RAM managed permission
A permission that defines what actions principals can take with shared resources.
There is at least one RAM managed permission for each shareable resource type.
If a resource type has only one RAM managed permission, it is used automatically
by default. If a resource type has more than one RAM managed permission, you
can choose which one to use in a resource share.

Resource sharing invitation
When a resource owner wants to share resources with principals, RAM issues an
invitation. The principals then receive the invitation and can choose to accept or
reject it. If sharing with Organizations is enabled, the resource owner shares
resources with an organization or OUs. By default, all the accounts in the
organization or OUs accept the sharing invitation.
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10 Change History

Release On Description

2023-03-31 This issue is the second official issue.
Added SCP-based Access Control.

2022-10-29 This issue is the first official release.
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